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Lab 3: Arduino Sensors and Activators 

While LEDs and 7-segment displays are useful in communicating information about the state of 

a system, most scientific instruments require more than just blinking lights and the software that 

operates them; clearly, we must expand our repertoire. In this experiment, we will explore two 

main elements needed in a piece of experimental apparatus – sensors, which interact with the 

experiment by responding to some stimulus (light, electric current, vibration, humidity, …), and 

actuators, which do something to change the experimental situation (move a mirror, open a 

shutter, turn on a laser, change the temperature, …). This is, of course, an over-simplified view – 

some elements can act as sensors in one situation and actuators in others, for instance, and you’ll 

also probably need output or recording devices of some sort, to produce a record of your 

measurements – but it is an instructive way to start thinking about instrumentation, because it 

focuses your attention on what you’ll need to do to gather input and how you will manipulate 

conditions to collect the measurements you want.  

Part 1: Sensors 

Part 1a: Resistive sensors 

In the first lab, you used a potentiometer to create an analog input voltage between 0 and +5V 

which you then read using the Arduino’s 10-bit analog-to-digital converter, producing a digital 

value between 0 and 1023. The potentiometer’s voltage-divider-like arrangement is a good 

model for building sensor circuits with a variety of sensors. Wire each of the following two-

terminal sensors as the upper element in a voltage divider with a fixed 10 k resistor on the 

bottom: a CdS photocell (a type of photoresistor), a thermistor, and a force-sensitive resistor 

(FSR). Measure the analog output at the middle of the voltage divider for three conditions: 

ambient conditions, maximum force/light/temperature, and minimum force/light/temperature 

achievable with the resources you have available at your station. You do not need to convert 

your measurements to actual volts; simply report the values measured by your Arduino as 

analog-to-digital units, or adu. After testing all three sensors, also measure their resistances under 

ambient conditions, using your DMM. 
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Compare and discuss your results. Which sensor swung the output over the largest range? What 

does that indicate about how its resistance changed with respect to the stimulus you provided? 

For which sensor was the range of stimulus available to you least effective? What might that lead 

you to expect about the range of stimulus over which it is designed to measure? Can you find 

documentation for that sensor or a similar one, confirming your hypothesis? How repeatable 

were measurements with each sensor, i.e. to what degree did you get roughly the same 

measurement for the same amount of stimulus, over and over again (in some cases, this may just 

reflect the difficulty of providing the same stimulus over and over again, but to the extent 

possible, control for that effect when making tests to answer this question!). Are there any 

sensors for which you could improve their sensitivity or range by using a different value for the 

fixed resistor in the voltage divider? If so, try it and report your results. 

 

Part 1b: IC sensors 

 

Some sensors are designed into ICs, to amplify or otherwise condition the signal before it is read 

by an analog-to-digital converter (ADC). One example is the Allegro A1302 Hall effect sensor, 

which measures magnetic field strength. It has three pins – Vcc, ground, and output – which 

should be connected to +5V, GND, and an analog input pin on your Arduino.  

 
Build this circuit and use your sketch from Part 1a to measure its response to a magnet brought 

near the face of the IC.  Read the datasheet for this sensor at www.allegromicro.com carefully to 

determine the correct pin-out for the package you are using. By reading the datasheet, you should 

be able to figure out which magnetic polarity (north or south) you are bringing toward the sensor, 

as well as how to convert your measurement into a magnetic field value. 

 

Other IC sensors have been designed with so-called Schmidt trigger circuits on their outputs, so 

that they simply switch between off and on in the presence of appropriate stimulus. An example 

of these is the SS443R unipolar latched Hall effect sensor. Its pins are laid out like those of the 

Allegro A1302 sensor in the schematic above, so just substitute it into that circuit.  What results 

do you see on the analog pin as you move a magnet closer to and farther from the sensor? Does it 

work for both magnet pole faces approaching the sensor? If it is truly acting like a switch, you 

should be able to use it with a digital pin and digitalRead() – verify that this is the case. 

  

http://www.allegromicro.com/
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Part 2: Actuators 

 

Part 2a: Piezoelectric buzzer 

Some devices operate with low enough current that they can be powered directly from an 

Arduino pin – LEDs, as you have seen, fall into this category, as do piezoelectric buzzers. A 

piezoelectric crystal is an electromechanical transducer: an oscillating electric voltage across the 

ends of the crystal will cause the sides of the crystal to vibrate (and, conversely, a mechanical 

vibration of the crystal will generate an oscillating electric potential difference across the 

crystal). Coupling the crystal to a resonating cavity can amplify the vibration, producing an 

audible tone.  

 

Connect a piezoelectric buzzer between a digital pin from your Arduino and ground. (You don’t 

even need a resistor in the circuit – the piezoelectric crystal provides enough resistance by itself.) 

Send a signal to the piezo using the tone(piezoPin,pitch)command followed by a one-

second delay, then the noTone(piezoPin) command. Before you annoy everyone in the room, 

though, improve your sketch by enclosing the tone/delay/noTone commands in a conditional 

statement that waits for you to type a character into the dialog box at the top of the serial 

monitor: 

 if (Serial.available( )) 

{ 

  int junk = Serial.read( ); 

  tone(piezoPin,pitch); 

  delay(1000); 

  noTone(piezoPin); 

} 

which will wait for you to enter a character in the dialog box at the top of the serial monitor 

before proceeding (so long as you also initialized serial communication appropriately in your 

setup() function). Set pitch to a frequency in the audible range using a declaration statement 

at the top of your sketch; 440 Hz is the pitch for concert A, I believe. 

 

Record the shape of the waveform produced across the piezobuzzer using your oscilloscope 

(making sure it is plugged into the outlet strip with your computer, with which your Arduino 

should be sharing its ground). You may need to comment out the ear-saving features of your 

sketch in order to trigger your oscilloscope reliably; perhaps unplugging the buzzer for this 

would be a good idea, as well. Explain your observations. How does the numerical value in the 

tone command affect the output? Over what range can it be adjusted? If you’re musically 

inclined, write a sketch to play the first few bars of a song and see if your classmates can 

recognize it. 
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Part 2b: Actuators with coils 

Many electromechanical devices operate by running a current through a coil, generating a strong 

magnetic field inside the coil, which can be used to create a force on an iron core or a nearby 

magnet.  One such device is a solenoid, typically used as the activator in automatic door 

lock/unlock systems in automobiles, for example. Another is a DC motor, in which a current runs 

through a coil in the vicinity of a permanent magnet, so that the permanent magnet’s field applies 

a torque to the magnetic dipole moment of the coil, causing it to spin (this only works if the DC 

current is turned off for half of each cycle while the coil “coasts,” but those details are not 

important here). 

 

Devices that operate by energizing a coil should NOT be used by connecting directly to an 

Arduino pin, since they can draw currents that significantly exceed the 40 mA capacity of an 

Arduino digital output pin. If it’s just the coil attached to the pin, theoretically the device just 

wouldn’t get enough current to operate, but there is some risk of transient current spikes 

damaging the Arduino, so we will NOT test this! Instead, we will connect the coil to a transistor 

and use an Arduino pin to activate the transistor. In this situation, you can think of the transistor 

as being like a valve connecting a water supply (Vcc) to a drain (ground). The control connection 

on the transistor (called the base or the gate, depending on type of transistor) can open or close 

the valve, starting or stopping the flow of water (current) between the source and the drain. In 

this way, a low current from the Arduino can turn on or turn off a significantly larger current 

through the transistor. For example, the 2N2222A NPN bipolar junction transistor in your 

Arduino kit is rated for up to 1 A through its main leads (the collector and emitter), while it is 

controlled by a current of tens of mA into its base. Another transistor often used with Arduinos, 

the TIP120 NPN bipolar junction transistor, is rated for up to 5 A continuous (8 A peak) current 

between the collector and emitter, also controlled by tens of mA into its base. 

 

A coil-based actuator can be connected to an Arduino as shown in the following schematic: 
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The resistor should be 500  to 2 k or so. The diode shown across the motor is called a flyback 

diode. It is a type of “snubber circuit,” providing a path for current produced by a voltage spike 

from an inductive load when the voltage across the load is changed abruptly. Such a voltage 

spike is a direct consequence of Faraday’s law – when the supply voltage across an inductive 

load (anything with a coil) is removed abruptly, the current through the coil drops quickly and 

the coil generates a back emf equal to the opposite of the time rate of change of the magnetic 

flux, B.  The flyback diode is placed so that it is reverse biased when the coil is energized (so 

no current flows through the diode path then) but forward biased when the transistor switches the 

coil off.  The back emf decays over a few milliseconds as current runs through the diode and the 

coil, with a time constant related to the inductance of the coil and its resistance.  

The positive DC voltage applied to the coil (+Vm) is determined by the specifications for the coil, 

rather than those of the transistor, since the maximum rated collector-emitter voltage of these 

transistors is usually quite large (40V for the 2N2222A, 60V for the TIP120). The solenoid, the 

smaller DC motor, and the yellow gear motor are all 5V devices; the larger DC motor and the fan 

are 12V devices. To start, test each device using the +5V pin from your Arduino as +Vm, turning 

the control pin on and off with digitalWrite. Then test each device using your 5V power 

supply from Phys 380 (OK to borrow someone else’s supply, if you don’t have yours anymore). 

Finally, test each 12V device with a 12V power supply. (Do NOT hook up a 12V power supply 

to a 5V device!) In each case, measure the current flowing through the coil once the device has 

come up to full speed (and describe any differences you can observe in full speeds for the same 

device when using different power supplies). After discussing your results and drawing 

conclusions from them, see what happens if you re-test one or more of the devices with +Vm 

connected to the Arduino +5V pin, but with your Arduino plugged into a 9V battery, rather than 

your computer’s USB port. How does this result compare with your earlier measurements? 

Part 3a: Controlling motor speed 

Perhaps you noticed when you removed power from the motors in the previous part, they took a 

little while to stop spinning. This persistence of motion (due to mechanical inertia in the spinning 

coil) bears some similarity to the persistence of vision effect which we utilized to control the 

brightness of an LED using pulse width modulation in our first experiment. Using a yellow gear 

motor as your test motor, wire the motor control line (including the resistor R) into a PWM pin, 

if it isn’t already connected to one. The Arduino will then activate the transistor when the motor 

control pin is held high and switch it off when the pin is held low. Experiment with 

analogWrite(motorPin,spd) to gradually increase, then decrease the motor speed using 

PWM. You may do this by looping an index which increments the variable spd (with a suitable 

delay between increments, so that you can observe the speed change), by reading in values for 

spd from the serial monitor, or by reading values for spd from a potentiometer whose wiper is 

connected to an analog input pin. Explain your approach, document your sketch, and describe 

your results. 
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Part 3b: Controlling motor direction 

 

Changing the direction in which a DC motor spins is conceptually simple – 

just reverse the direction in which DC current flows through the motor coil. 

To do so without physically unplugging and re-plugging the motor leads, 

though, requires a circuit called an H-bridge, so named because it resembles 

the capital letter H, with +Vm on the top leads, GND on the bottom leads, 

and the motor wired into the middle bar, as shown at right. One way to 

build such a circuit uses a relay, which has a coil (activated by the transistor 

and flyback diode circuit developed in Part 2b) that operates two SPDT 

switches, shown in the schematic below. When the coil is unactivated, the 

switches connect the two legs marked NC (= normally closed) to the two 

legs marked COM (common), running current through the motor leads from 

top to bottom in this diagram. When the coil is activated by a DC voltage, 

the switches move, connecting the legs marked NO (= normally open) to 

the legs marked COM, running current through the motor in the opposite 

direction. In addition to switching the motor direction, a relay provides very 

good electrical isolation between the control circuit and the motor circuit. They may even 

operate from two totally separate power supplies, as indicated by the label +Vr for the power 

supply on the relay’s coil and +Vm for the power supply connecting to the motor. Note, however, 

that the H-bridge using a relay cannot take advantage of PWM for controlling motor speed – 

clocking the Arduino pin on and off rapidly will make the relay click open and closed, sending 

alternately CW- and CCW-producing currents to the motor, not driving it in either direction. 

Wire a yellow gear motor with an H-bridge using a relay (OK to use Arduino +5V for +Vr; may 

want to use your 5V PS for +Vm) and document its operation, explaining your observations. 

 
The second H-bridge circuit, built using an IC (L293D dual H-bridge), provides the best of both 

worlds – direction control, speed control, and power supply isolation. It can also control two 
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motors (one on the “A” side, as well as one on the “B” side, as shown). The PWM signal is 

applied to the Enable pin. Motor direction is controlled by swapping HIGH and LOW levels 

applied to the CTRL1 and CTRL2 pins, as demonstrated in the snippet of sketch below, from the 

Adafruit bi-directional motor tutorial. Only one of the four ground pins need be connected (to 

Arduino/Vcc ground AND to +Vm ground!). Notice that no flyback diode is used on the motor in 

either of the direction-reversing circuits, since such a diode would short out the motor whenever 

the motor voltage was reversed. 

void loop(){ 

  int speed = analogRead(potPin) / 4; 

  boolean reverse = digitalRead(buttonPin); 

  analogWrite(enablePin, speed); 

  digitalWrite(ctrl1Pin, ! reverse); 

  digitalWrite(ctrl2Pin, reverse); 

} 

 

Wire a yellow gear motor with an H-bridge using an L293D IC (OK to use Arduino +5V for 

+Vcc; may want to use your 5V PS for +Vm) and document its operation, explaining your 

observations. I wired a potentiometer with wiper to potPin to adjust the motor speed and a 

pushbutton switch between a pull-up resistor and ground to provide a spot at which to read 0 or 

+5V on buttonPin, so that pressing the button would make the motor change directions. 

 

Part 4a: 5V DC geared stepper motor (adafruit.com, #858) 

Adafruit.com devices are among my favorites, because of their exceptionally clear, well-written 

tutorials. Find and follow Arduino Lesson 16: Stepper Motors (ignore the tutorials that require a 

Motor Shield or Raspberry Pi), linked to the product web page at adafruit.com, to set up and 

operate a 5V DC stepper motor using the L293D H-bridge IC from Part 3 (L293D). Write notes 

in your lab book as you go along, explaining your understanding as you go through the tutorial. 

Part 4b: 5V DC micro servo (adafruit.com, #169) 

While most motors require more power than can be provided by an 

Arduino pin, there is one motor-like device that can be operated directly 

from an Arduino pin – a small hobby servo.  A servo is an angular 

positioning device that drives a shaft to a particular angular position 

(usually between 0 and 180 degrees) based on the duration of a pulse 

being sent repeatedly to the signal pin of the servo. If you think about it, 

it’s a lot like pulse width modulation – there, the fraction of time per 

cycle during which the voltage on the output pin was held high 

corresponded to the relative brightness of the LED: larger fraction high 

= brighter LED, lower fraction high = dimmer LED. With servos, the 

fraction of time per cycle during which the voltage to the signal lead is 

held high will correspond to the angle to which the servo rotates (and stays rotated).  
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However, we cannot use the analogWrite command to control a servo, because the frequency 

of the cycles would be way too fast (about 490 Hz for PWM with analogWrite, compared 

with about 40 Hz needed by a hobby servo). Rather than writing cycles of high and low into our 

sketches to get the frequency just right, we will use a library called Servo.h, (similar to the 

approach you just used for stepper motors in Part 4a).  

Wire your servo with the brown lead to GND, red to +5V, and orange to pin 9, which you will 

use to send the control signal from the Arduino to the servo. Attach one of the plastic armatures 

(called servo horns) to the shaft of the servo, so that you can track its position. Once you have 

the servo connected, implement the library for servo control by following the code example 

shown below, which first “includes” the library, Servo.h, in your sketch (making its 

commands available for your use), then creates an “object,” which is a way of naming each 

particular servo you are going to run. Then, inside setup, the sketch associates your servo 

object (servoA, here) with the Arduino pin where you will connect its signal. Finally, in loop, 

the sketch sends a command with the desired angular position (in degrees) as the argument 

passed to the servoA.write function. 

 

/* example sketch for using Servo.h library, pct 5 Feb 2014 

*/ 

 

#include <Servo.h> 

Servo servoA;  // create servo object to control your device 

int posn = 0;  // create variable to store angular position 

int dt = 1000;  // create variable to store delay time 

 

void setup(){ 

  servoA.attach(9); // identifies servo on pin 9 w/object 

} 

 

void loop(){ 

  servoA.write(posn); // sends appropriate pulse to servo 

  delay(dt);  // delays some time for servo to reach pos 

} 

 

Alter this sketch to move the servo across its whole range of motion and document your results, 

including the range of angles (in degrees) over which your servo can be positioned, plus 

oscilloscope traces for a few representative angles. Explain your observations and results.   

 

 


